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Abstract
Today’s technology has pushed back many boundaries that we thought were
impossible. One of these technologies is bilateral teleoperation. Bilateral
teleoperation allows an operator to control a robot, at a distance, over a
communication medium and get a feedback of the interaction forces between
the robot’s end-effector and the remote environment. This technology leads,
for instance, to application in telesurgery, hazardous material handling and
underwater repairs.
Our main research is to compare different control methods for such a system
using a six degree of freedom (DOF) parallel robot for the master device and
a 6 DOF serial robot for the slave device. According to the choice of the
transmitted variables over the communication medium, we attempt to show
the inherent differences between transmitting position/sensor force informa-
tion, velocity/control force information and, thereafter, wave variables.
The Position Error Based (PEB) controller, the Kinesthetic Force Based
(KFB) controller and the transmission of Wave variables are implemented.
Experimental results with and without time delays present are carried out
and compared. For our implementations a haptic device, based on the twin
pantograph architecture, is used as a master manipulator, while the slave
manipulator is a 6 DOF serial robot manipulator, the A465 Robot by CRS
Robotics.
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Chapter 1
Background
1.1 Introduction
Teleoperation, which directly translates to “controlling at a distance,” is a
field of research that has already had significant impact in the way we ac-
complish certain tasks and will continue to find new applications to its tech-
nology. It is often desired to have an interaction between an operator and
some environment without the two ever being physically in contact. They
can be in the same room, by being separated with protective barriers, or they
can be on different continents, connected in wired or wire-less fashion. If we
desire to add a more realistic experience for the user, force feedback may be
introduced to the operator.
1.2 Motivation
Teleoperation with force feedback is said to be Bilateral Teleoperation. This
ability to control at a distance while receiving force feedback was motivated
by several applications, described in [1], such as:
Working in hazardous environments
Nuclear waste handling, High voltage line repairs, Explosive disarming
High travel cost of expertise
Space installation and repairs, Complex telesurgery
Scaling
Handling heavy objects, Perform minimally invasive surgery
1
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1.3 Description
As depicted in Figure 1.1 we have the local site, the location where the
operator is working, with the master manipulator and, possibly, receiving
visual/audio feedback. The remote site includes the manipulator, referred
to as the slave manipulator, and can include an array of sensors including;
encoders, force/torque sensors, camera(s) and microphone. The authors in
[2] explain how we can see the system as having the brain removed or distant
from the body.
Figure 1.1: Block Diagram of Bilateral Teleoperation
1.4 History Overview
The field of teleoperation emerged with the need of new technologies that
allowed an operator to safely handle hazardous waste. Throughout the 1940s
and 1950s, most teleoperation systems had that goal in mind. Raymond
C. Goertz built the first of such systems, where the master and slave were
coupled electronically. This set-up had no feedback and the response of the
slave device was awkward and slow [3]. He then decided to have two identical
robots and link them mechanically. He was able to get a better response but
now he was very limited on the distance between the two robots.
In the 1960s, we saw the introduction of force feedback to provide more
information to the operator in systems coupled electronically. Force feedback
lead to some problems in performance and stability. Also around this time,
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engineers started to notice the destabilizing effect of time delays if the system
was used in bilateral teleoperation. They also noticed a drop in performance
if the system was used without force feedback. To remedy those issues dif-
ferent schemes of supervisory control were developed. Later came a more
rigorous analysis using Lyapunov theory in Cartesian space [3]. This allowed
robots to be kinematically and dynamically different.
At the end of the ’80s Anderson and Spong [4] analyzed the Bilateral
Teleoperator as electronic components and compared it with transmission
line theory. Transmission line theory was a field with much more under-
standing and the comparison lead to an encoding of variables, as waves, that
could show the communication system to be passive, even with time delays
present. This was further demonstrated using different analysis in [4, 5, 6, 7].
More recently, the first transatlantic demonstration without force feed-
back happened in 2001 over a dedicated communication line. Today most
of the research is focused on solving problems related to the use of internet
as a communication medium. Given the internet’s variable time delays and
possible packet loss, current methods struggle to perform adequately.
1.5 Control schemes
Many different control schemes were developed for bilateral teleoperation.
We will try to summarize some of them and point out their advantages and
drawbacks. To do so one must be aware that the goal of bilateral teleoper-
ation is that the slave robot follows the movement of the master robot and
provides feedback of the interaction forces it feels with the remote environ-
ment. The control schemes can be of different forms. They can be of single
joint control if both robots are identical or they can seek to control Carte-
sian variables. Also if the master and slave robots are kinematically different,
clutching1 may be used such that the entire workspace is accessible [2]. All
controllers seek to achieve ideal telepresence and do so while guarantying
stability of both manipulators.
1Clutching can be compared to when we lift the mouse in order to replace it on the mat
without affecting the position of the cursor on the computer screen. Clutching is often
performed with the help of a push button on the end-effector of the master manipulator.
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Telepresence
Telepresence was first introduced in [8], it is a measure of how realistic
the experience is for the operator of some system. In our case it is
determined by the transparency of the telerobotic system. The ideal
system would be fully transparent to the operator and the operator
would be fooled to think they are at the remote site without realizing
everything in between (the master manipulator, the communication
medium and the slave manipulator). This can be done by maximizing
the use of human senses with visual, audio and force feedback, Figure
1.1.
Telepresence technologies
Sense Method
Sight IP camera(s)
Hearing microphone and speakers
Touch haptic devices
Table 1.1: Technologies used to increase telepresence
1.5.1 Supervisory Control
The Supervisory Control scheme is one of the first schemes to try to deal with
the problems associated with time delays. Instead of transmitting a trajec-
tory for the slave to follow, we transmit information of a much higher level;
commands. This requires intelligence on the slave side in order to understand
these commands and have the ability to execute them. Supervisory control
was introduced by Ferell and Sheridan [9] and was used until the end of the
1980s. An example of such a command could be to hold the end-effector
perpendicular to the ground such that when carrying liquids the slave would
not spill regardless of what the master manipulator requested. It is similar
to a workplace supervisor-employee relationship where the supervisor would
ask the employee to accomplish a certain task without giving them all the
steps. The employee knows how to carry on the task and knows when to pro-
vide feedback to the supervisor on how things are going. Supervisory control
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can include predictive loops, at the master side, to display the predicted tra-
jectory of the slave manipulator before it has happened, thus removing the
ambiguity due to the communication delays. This allows the user to know
what response to expect from the slave manipulator even before it has started
moving. Telepresence in such schemes is poor since the operator is never in
full control of the slave manipulator. Since most of the control is done at the
slave side, stability is not affected by the time delay; hence, this scheme is
usually referenced as stable.
1.5.2 Position error based (PEB) scheme
The PEB1 control scheme uses a proportional-derivative (PD) controller on
both the master and the slave manipulator. The PD controller is known to be
stable and accurate [11, 12]. This means that the slave follows the movement
of the master. Meanwhile the master controller tries to force the master to
follow the slave. This can be done in joint space, for identical manipulator,
(1.1), or in Cartesian space, for dissimilar manipulators, (1.2).
τs = Kp(qm − qs) +Kd(q˙m − q˙s)
τm = Kp(qs − qm) +Kd(q˙s − q˙m)
(1.1)
Fc = Kp(xm − xs) +Kd(x˙m − x˙s)
Fm = Kp(xs − xm) +Kd(x˙s − x˙m)
(1.2)
If the gains are set equal we can find that the force applied to both
manipulators will be the same but in opposite direction, (1.3), demonstrated
on Figure 1.2 where Fh and Fenv represent the human and environment force
respectively. Although this method gives a good idea of the forces required
to move the slave manipulator, it also feeds back to the operator the slave’s
inertia forces and the forces from the spring-damper representation of the
transmission medium. Hence, this system does not provide accurate feedback
of the environment forces. Without time delay, this method is very stable
but fails when time delays are introduced in the communication medium.
Fc = Kp(xm − xs) +Kd(x˙m − x˙s)
Fm = −Fc
(1.3)
1This nomenclature follows from [10]
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Figure 1.2: Block diagram of the Position Error Based controller
1.5.3 Kinesthetic force-based (KFB) scheme
To overcome the problem of inaccurate force feedback from the PEB scheme
the KFB scheme includes a force and torque acquisition unit placed on the
end-effector of the slave manipulator, Figure 1.3, [10]. This implies that
interaction forces are directly sensed and fed back to the master manipula-
tor. Force sensor naturally includes many high-frequency terms in the signal
while motors usually have slow time-constants. This difference will lead to
instability if the end-effector finds itself in contact with a stiff environment.
Roughly speaking, right before the contact happens, a very small motion
will create a large interaction force which leads to unstability, [2, 7]. This
non-passive response in turns disallows stability. If the KFB scheme is used
without stiff contact then the user will have a great sense of telepresence
while maintaining stability.
Figure 1.3: Block diagram of the Kinesthetic Force Based controller
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1.5.4 4 Channel Architecture
The scheme that provides the most transparency to the user is the 4-channel
architecture. Instead of transmitting only one variable between the master
and the slave, we transmit 2 variables. A force and torque acquisition unit
is added to the master end-effector as compared with the KFB controller.
We transmit both the velocity and the force sensed in each direction, Figure
1.4. With the extra force sensor on the master manipulator, this allows for a
faster response of the slave robot. When the operator starts applying pressure
to the master robot the sensor senses it and commands the slave to start
moving before the master manipulator has even had time to start moving
itself, yielding unrivalled performance, [13]. Although ideal transparency
can be obtained, this architecture is not stable in the presence of time delays
[14]. It was then concluded that “passivity and transparency are conflicting
objectives in teleoperator system design” [14].
Figure 1.4: 4 channel variable exchange
In Figure 1.4, the FTA block represents a force/torque acquisition unit
placed on the end-effector of the corresponding manipulator. Starting from
the master manipulator, on the left side of Figure 1.4, the FTA unit detects
the force applied by the user, Fh. This force is applied to the master manip-
ulator and makes the manipulator move at a velocity of Vm. Both Vm and
Fh are combined by the controller and transmitted to the slave controller.
The slave controller receives these values and they become targets for the
slave manipulator, Vsd and Fsd. Simultaneously a FTA unit on the slave ma-
nipulator detects the interaction forces between the remote environment and
the slave manipulator’s end-effector. Having the desired force and velocity,
the slave manipulator determines what torque to apply to the slave, τs. This
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process is also mirrored from slave to master in order to determine the torque
to apply to the master manipulator, τm.
1.5.5 Wave Variables
Wave variables were introduced as a method to address the stability issues in
the presence of communication time delays. If we use the PEB controller and
look at the flow exchange (voltages, forces) and efforts (currents, velocities)
we can alter (1.2) to (1.4).
Fc(t) = Ki
t∫
0
(
x˙m(s)− x˙s(s)
)
ds+Kpi
(
x˙m(t)− x˙s(t)
)
Fm(t) = −Fs(t)
(1.4)
This allows us to define a power flow function, (1.5), for the simple case
of a 2 port block shown in Figure 1.5. This block is said to be passive if
the energy exiting the block is less than or equal to the energy that enters
it. It is of great interest here to note that two passive systems connected in
cascade will result in a passive system.
P (t) = x˙Tl (t)Fl(t)− x˙Tr (t)Fr(t) (1.5)
Figure 1.5: 2 port power flow block
Breaking down the bilateral operation structure into blocks that we will
thereafter attempt to show passivity resembles Figure 1.6. Both manipulators
are clearly passive. The operator and remote environment can be assumed
passive without loss of generality. For example, the case where the slave
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Figure 1.6: Block diagram of bilateral teleoperation
manipulator is in contact with a wall, the wall will only push back the robot
as much as he is being pushed and, therefore, will not generate extra energy.
Only the passivity of the communication medium is left to be dealt with.
In [4], the authors demonstrate that the communication medium was not
stable under time delays, and that, even under very small delays (order of
milliseconds). The power flow through the communication medium takes the
form:
P = x˙TmFhuman − x˙Ts Fenvironment (1.6)
Using a power flow equation of the form of (1.7) demonstrates that ul/ur
adds energy and that vl/vr removes energy.
P =
1
2
uTl ul −
1
2
vTl vl +
1
2
uTr ur −
1
2
vTr vr (1.7)
This leads to an input wave, u, and an output wave v. Equating the two
power flow equations, (1.6) and (1.7), will give us transformation equations
of the form (1.8) where we have replaced the general subscripts, l and r by m
and s to represent the master and slave side of the communication medium.
um =
1√
2b
(Fm + bx˙m) vm =
1√
2b
(Fm − bx˙m)
us =
1√
2b
(Fs − bx˙s) vs = 1√2b (Fs + bx˙s)
(1.8)
With these 4 transformation equations we can choose to transmit any
combination of signals over the communication medium. Namely, we could
put both manipulators in force control, or both manipulators in velocity
control or a combination of either force or velocity control. The authors in
[15] show that the first transformation block should receive x˙m and vl and
output ul and Fmd, as illustrated in Figure 1.7. The slave manipulator finds
itself in velocity control, tracks the position of the master, and the master
is in force control mode, reflects the forces applied by the slave robot. This
combination is exactly what we defined as a bilateral teleoperator earlier.
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Figure 1.7: Wave transformation for PEB
Transmitting and receiving the wave variables will ensure that no energy
is generated within the communication medium, even in the presence of time
delays. The length of the time delay will only have an impact on the per-
formance of the teleoperator system. For longer delays, the system is less
transparent. In the case of a n-DOF system the wave equations must be
modified such that the impedance matching takes the form of matrices as
show in Table 1.2.
1-DOF n-DOF
um =
1√
2b
(Fm + bx˙m) um = AFm +Bx˙
vm =
1√
2b
(Fm − bx˙m) vm = CFm −Dx˙
Table 1.2: Comparison between 1-DOF to n-DOF
In Table 1.2, A,B,C and D are n × n matrices. We then need to find
the appropriate values that will guarantee stability and maximize the trans-
parency of the communication medium. In [16] the procedure is proposed
to obtain the family of all possible matrices in order to guarantee stability.
These procedure, shown in Table 1.3, leave the engineer with three control
variables, A, Q and S. A represents the damping imposed on the wave, Q
rotates the wave and S is a trade-off between settling time and steady state
error.
Wave variables do present some limitations during implementations, mainly
a certain maximum impedance matching, b ≤ bmax. Filtering should be done
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1. A is nonsingular
2. S is any n× n skew-symmetric matrix
3. Q is any n× n orthogonal matrix
4. B = 0.5(I + S)A−T
5. C = QA
6. D = 0.5(I − S)A−T
Table 1.3: Procedures proposed for n-DOF wave transmission
in the wave space with a cut-off frequency of fcut [17].
1.5.6 Wave variables in Hamiltonian dynamics
The authors of [18, 19, 20, 21] obtained similar wave variables using the
equations of motion in Hamiltonian dynamics, (1.9) [22], shown in (1.10)
where (f, e) denote the generalized flow and effort respectively and s+, s−
represented the forward moving wave and backward moving wave.{
x˙ = (J(x)−R(x))∂H(x)
∂x
+G(x)u
y = GT (x)∂H(x)
∂x
(1.9)
s+ =
N−1√
2
(e+ Zf)
s− = N
−1√
2
(e− Zf) (1.10)
The equation of motion shown in (1.9) has x as state vector, H as Hamil-
tonian energy function, J(x) as the skew-symmetric Poisson tensor, R(x) as
the symmetric positive semi-definite, dissipation tensor, u as the input and
y as the output, [22].
The wave transformation matrix in (1.10) can be augmented to include
impedance matching using an Intrinsically Passive Controller (IPC), [18],
and adapt to the scenario where time-varying time delays are present, [21].
1.5.7 Wave variables over the internet
The internet is seen as the ultimate frontier as means for bilateral teleopera-
tion communication medium since it is widely available, affordable and does
not require extra infrastructure as dedicated communication lines do. On the
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other hand, the internet does provide added difficulties to the control task by
providing a time-varying time delay that can reach lengths of infinity, such
as the case of packet loss.
Wave integral transmission
Wave transmission uses the generalized velocity and force to compute the
waves, although the controller seeks to minimize the position error. A more
intuitive method should include the position directly into the wave calcu-
lations in order to minimize the error. The authors in [23] proposed an
interesting scheme to that end. Instead of transmitting the wave variables,
Figure 1.8a, they propose to transmit the wave variable integral and the
integral of the squared wave, depicted in Figure 1.8b.
(a) Wave transmission
(b) Wave integral transmission
Figure 1.8: One way communication of wave variables contrasted
In Figure 1.8, uin is the wave variable found through (1.8), T (t) represents
the time-varying time delay and Ein the energy content of the wave. The
variable uˆin now incorporates the position information and not the velocity,
(1.11), with p representing the momentum.
uˆin(t) =
t∫
0
uin(τ) dτ =
t∫
0
bx˙m(τ) + F (τ)√
2b
dτ =
bx+ p√
2b
(1.11)
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The energy conserving filter in Figure 1.8b, seeks uˆout(t)→ uˆdelay(t) while
using only the available energy Eout(t) ≤ Edelay(t).
Communication signal management
A different approach guaranteeing stability in the presence of time varying
time delay consists of adding a Communication Signal Management block
between the received wave variable, uin, and the wave variable transformation
block, Figure 1.9.
Figure 1.9: CMM diagram for one direction of the data path
In Figure 1.9, uin is the wave variable found through (1.8). The summer
adds all past wave variable into
∑
u. A packet is then formed composed of
both the sum of all previous u and the current time indicator, t. This packet
is sent through the internet using the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) since it
provides low time delays but does not provide hand-shaking hence dropped
packets will never reach their destination (contrary to TCP/IP that uses
hand-shaking to guaranty packet reception at the cost of additional time
delays). Once the packet has reached the other side of the communication
medium it is then decomposed into its delayed counterparts,
∑
udelay and
tdelay. The subtractor finds the difference between the old value and the new
value, (1.12) and (1.13), in order to solve for the current wave iu˜ and time
it˜, where i denotes the discrete time.
iu˜ =
τ∑
i=0
iudelay −
τ−1∑
i=0
iudelay (1.12)
it˜ = itdelay − i−1tdelay (1.13)
Next, the interpolator checks to see if a packet was lost. If the proper
order of packets was achieved, then t˜ = 1, else if the packet is lost t˜ > 1. The
interpolator uses (1.14) to produces t˜ values of uˆ.
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uˆ =
u˜
t˜
(1.14)
As we can see in the ideal case t˜ = 1, we simply forward the value but if a
packet was lost, then we find the average value across that lost packet(s) and
produce t˜ values of uˆ. This method is known to maintain passivity, [24]. The
last part of the control scheme consists of maintaining a smooth uout even if
a bust of packets is received or no packets are received for some time. First
we have the buffer which stores values of uout ready to be outputted. They
will leave the buffer in a first-in-first-out (FIFO) matter. The buffer keeps
track of how full it currently is and informs the compressor and expander.
If the buffer is close to being full then the compressor will start compressing
the incoming 1···nuˆ signal following (1.15).
u¯ = sgn
(
n∑
i=1
iuˆ
)√√√√ n∑
i=1
iuˆ2 (1.15)
Dual to the compressor is the expander, which stretches the signal if the
buffer is mainly empty. It will expand a sample u into n samples 1u¯1 · · · nu¯,
with each sample defined by (1.16).
iuˆ = sgn(u)
√
u2
n
(1.16)
The compressor and expander may have a discrete ON/OFF or they can
use a membership function that would be used to smooth out the amount
of compressing and expanding in order to provide the smoothest possible
response while maintaining a steady flow of data at uout.
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1.6 Outline
Our main research is to compare different control methods for Bilateral Tele-
operation. For our implementations a six degree of freedom (DOF) haptic
device, based on the twin pantograph architecture, is used as a master ma-
nipulator, while the slave manipulator is a 6 DOF serial robot manipulator,
the A465 Robot by CRS Robotics.
This thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, the forward kinematics,
inverse kinematics and Jacobian calculation for the CRS manipulator are
derived while the forward kinematics and Jacobian calculation of the haptic
device are shown in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, the different control schemes
examined are expended and experimental results follow in Chapter 5 for
the Kinesthetic Force Based controller, Position Error Based controller and
wave variables. This is followed by conclusions and proposals for future
work in Chapter 6. Appendix A gives some explanation of the software used
for implementations and Appendix B describes some hardware modification
done by the author.
Chapter 2
Description of the Slave
Manipulator
2.1 Introduction
We seek to give a detailed explanation of the forward and inverse kinematic
problems for our serial manipulator, the CRS A645, shown in Figure 2.1.
We use the Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) method and kinematic decoupling [12].
First, the DH parameters are found and the forward kinematics problem is
solved. Second, using the forward kinematics results, we obtain the manip-
ulator Jacobian. Thereafter, we explain how kinematic decoupling helps to
solve the inverse kinematics for the 8 possible solutions. The 8 solutions are
examined in details and visually represented. Singularity configurations are
also discussed.
Figure 2.1: The CRS manipulator
16
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2.2 Forward Kinematics of the CRS robot
The forward kinematics are derived here in order to calculate the end-effector
location and orientation given its joint angles. More importantly, we can
use this information for the calculation of the Jacobian, which, for bilateral
teleoperation, will be needed. This is done through the powerful method
known as the DH-method, which is directly applicable for serial robots, such
as the CRS robot.
The three orthogonal axes will be represented by ‘i’, ‘j’ and ‘k’ respec-
tively. As described in [12], we first need to assign kn axes to correspond
with the nth revolute joint’s axis of rotation, k0 through k5 on Figure 2.2.
Following that, we need to establish the in axes, n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, along
the common normal between the kn−1 and the kn axis going through the
origin On or in the direction normal to the kn−1− kn plane, if they intersect.
Thereafter the ’j’ axes are selected according to the right hand rule. From
these axes, illustrated on Figure 2.2, we can get the DH parameters shown
in Table 2.1, with units in centimetres.
Figure 2.2: Chosen Co-ordinate Frames
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DH parameters
linki di ai αi θi
1 33.02 0 −pi/2 θ1
2 0 30.48 0 θ2 − pi2
3 0 0 −pi/2 θ3
4 33.02 0 pi/2 θ4
5 0 0 −pi/2 θ5
6 12.7 0 0 θ6
Table 2.1: DH parameters for the CRS manipulator
To find the position and the orientation of the end-effector with respect
to our defined origin we find 06T as shown in equation (2.1) where we have
followed [12] and described Ai as:
Ai =

cos(θi) − sin(θi) cos(αi) sin(θi) sin(αi) ai cos(θi)
sin(θi) cos(θi) cos(αi) − cos(θi) sin(αi) ai sin(θi)
0 sin(αi) cos(αi) di
0 0 0 1

The parameter Ai represents a rotation around the axis ‘k’ by θ followed by
a translation on ‘k’ by d centimetres followed by a translation on ‘i’ by a
centimetres and finishes with a rotation around the ‘i’ axis by α. Therefore
a represents the length, d is the offset, α is for the twist and finally θ is the
angle.
0
6T = A1A2A3A4A5A6 (2.1)
A homogenous transformation matrix, abT , describes the transformation
from frame b to frame a. It can be decomposed as a 3 × 3 rotation matrix
(R in (2.2)) which describes the orientation in SO(3) and a column vector (d
in (2.2)) that represents the end-effector position in three dimensional space.
The rotation matrix can be further decomposed in a per axis rotation, shown
in (2.2) as ri, rj, rk.
0
6T =
[
R d
0 1
]
=
[
ri rj rk d
0 0 0 1
]
(2.2)
Now we can use this transformation matrix to find the end-effector location
in generalized world coordinates, x, y, z, given its joint angles by:
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 xy
z
 = d(q)
The orientation of the end-effector is given by the rotation matrix R from
which we can obtain the Euler angles φ, θ and ψ.
2.3 Jacobian
The Jacobian relates the generalized velocities to the joint velocities.
[
v
ω
]
= J(q)q˙ where
q˙ =
[
q˙1 q˙2 · · · q˙n
]T
v =
[
x˙ y˙ z˙
]T
ω =
[
ωx ωy ωz
]T
J is therefore a 6× n matrix, or in our case a 6× 6 matrix since we have 6
articulated joints. We can separate J into two parts, first a linear velocity
term (Jv) and second an angular velocity term (Jω).
J =
[
Jv
Jω
]
(2.3)
In the case of a revolute joint, [12, 25] demonstrate that these values
are found through (2.4) and (2.5), where kˆi−1 and Oi−1 represent the first
three rows of the third and forth column of the transformation matrix 0iT
respectively while On represents the first three rows of the last column of
the 06T transformation matrix found in (2.1). The Jacobian is then the two
matrices combined, (2.3).
Jvi = kˆi−1 × (On −Oi−1) (2.4)
Jωi = kˆi−1 (2.5)
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2.4 Inverse Kinematics of CRS robot
In this section, we would like to solve for the robot’s joint angles given a
desired position and orientation of the end-effector. To this end, we use the
kinematics decoupling approach, [12]. The problem of inverse kinematics can
be tricky for serial robots since there may be more than one joint combination
that leads to the desired end-effector location and orientation. As we will see
in the case of the CRS robot there is a total of 8 possible scenarios since 3
joints have 2 possible solutions hence 23 gives 8 solutions.
2.4.1 Kinematics decoupling
Solving the inverse kinematics can be quite difficult for manipulators with
six joints. If a manipulator has the last three joints intersecting at a point,
which is the case for the A645, then the problem can be divided into an
inverse position kinematics problem and an inverse orientation kinematics
problem, [12]. The intersection of the last three joints is defined as wrist
center, Pc, on Figure 2.3. A desired wrist center can be calculated given
a desired position and orientation. Once the desired wrist center is know,
the inverse position kinematics solves for the first three joints such that the
desired wrist center is obtained, solving the anthropomorphic manipulator
for the A645. Thereafter inverse orientation kinematics solves the last three
joints in order to achieve the desired position and orientation of the end-
effector, solving the spherical wrist for the A645.
Figure 2.3: Arm and Wrist decoupling
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2.4.2 Anthropomorphic Manipulator (RRR)
The anthropomorphic manipulator consists of the first three joints of the
A645 robot. In order to solve for the wrist center, Pc, we further decompose
the problem in two parts: a waist and a planar manipulator. First the first
joint angle, θ1, is determined with the triangle shown in Figure 2.4 through
the following equation.
Figure 2.4: Solving for θ1
θ1 = atan2(Py, Px)
Where atan2 is the two argument arctangent. We should note that there
may be a singularity if Py = 0 and Px = 0, see the Singularity subsection for
details. Also, note here that the robot may be facing the work-area or may
be backed to it. because of this, we also have a configuration where:
θ1 = pi + atan2(Py, Px)
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(a) One pose (b) Alternate pose
Figure 2.5: Two possible torso configuration
As seen in Figure 2.5b, this alternate possibility will yield different solu-
tions for the following two joints, θ2 and θ3. Once θ1 is found we can isolate
θ2, θ3 as a planar manipulator and solve for them. We now have 2 possible
scenarios that will yield the same end result; elbow up and elbow down.
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Facing with Elbow Up
Figure 2.6: Solving with elbow up configuration
Based on Figure 2.6, the following equations, (2.6) through (2.11), are
used to find the planar manipulator joint variables θ2 and θ3 for the case
where the waist is facing forward and the elbow pointing upwards. The vari-
ables d1, a2, d4 are the DH parameters from Table 2.1 and Py, Px, Pz represent
the cartesian components of Pc.
γ =
√
P 2y + P
2
x + (Pz − d1)2 (2.6)
α1 = atan2
(
(Pz − d1),
√
P 2y + P
2
x
)
(2.7)
α2 = arccos
(
γ2 + a22 − d24
2γa2
)
(2.8)
α3 = arccos
(
a22 + d
2
4 − γ2
2a2d4
)
(2.9)
θ2 = α1 + α2 (2.10)
θ3 = −pi/2 + α3 (2.11)
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Facing with Elbow Down
Figure 2.7: Solving with elbow down configuration
Based on Figure 2.7, the following equations, (2.12) through (2.17), are
used to find the planar manipulator joint variables θ2 and θ3 for the case
where the waist is facing forward and the elbow pointing downwards.
γ =
√
P 2y + P
2
x + (Pz − d1)2 (2.12)
α1 = atan2
(√
P 2y + P
2
x , (Pz − d1)
)
(2.13)
α2 = arccos
(
γ2 + a22 − d24
2γa2
)
(2.14)
α3 = arccos
(
a22 + d
2
4 − γ2
2a2d4
)
(2.15)
θ2 = α1 − α2 (2.16)
θ3 = 3pi/2− α3 (2.17)
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Back with Elbow Up
Figure 2.8: Solving with elbow up configuration
Based on Figure 2.8, the following equations, (2.18) through (2.23), are
used to find the planar manipulator joint variables θ2 and θ3 for the case
where the waist is facing backwards and the elbow pointing upwards.
γ =
√
P 2y + P
2
x + (Pz − d1)2 (2.18)
α1 = atan2
(
(Pz − d1),
√
P 2y + P
2
x
)
(2.19)
α2 = arccos
(
γ2 + a22 − d24
2γa2
)
(2.20)
α3 = arccos
(
a22 + d
2
4 − γ2
2a2d4
)
(2.21)
θ2 = pi − α1 − α2 (2.22)
θ3 = 3pi/2− α3 (2.23)
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Back with Elbow Down
Figure 2.9: Solving with elbow down configuration
Based on Figure 2.9, the following equations, (2.24) through (2.29), are
used to find the planar manipulator joint variables θ2 and θ3 for the case
where the waist is facing backward and the elbow pointing downwards.
γ =
√
P 2y + P
2
x + (Pz − d1)2 (2.24)
α1 = atan2
(√
P 2y + P
2
x , (Pz − d1)
)
(2.25)
α2 = arccos
(
γ2 + a22 − d24
2γa2
)
(2.26)
α3 = arccos
(
a22 + d
2
4 − γ2
2a2d4
)
(2.27)
θ2 = pi − α1 − α2 (2.28)
θ3 = −pi/2 + α3 (2.29)
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2.4.3 Spherical Wrist
The solution of the spherical wrist is found by equating 2 matrices, (2.31).
The first one 36R is the forward kinematics of a spherical wrist, (2.30), and
the other, U , is the multiplication:
U = 30RRd
We can find 30R by performing the forward kinematics using θ1, θ2, θ3 and
Rd is provided by the user. The shorthand notations ci and si are used to
represent cos(θi) and sin(θi) respectively.
3
6R =
 c4c5c6 − s4s6 −c4c5s6 − s4c6 c4s5s4c5c6 + c4s6 −s4c5s6 + c4c6 s4s5
−s5c6 s5s6 c5
 (2.30)
3
6R = U =
 U11 U12 U13U21 U22 U23
U31 U32 U33
 (2.31)
Assuming we don’t have a singularity (U33 6= ±1) we can see that:
c5 = U33 therefore s5 = ±
√
1− U233
and we have two possible configurations:
θ5 = atan2
(
+
√
1− U33 , U33
)
θ5 = atan2
(−√1− U33 , U33) (2.32)
(a) One way (b) Alternate way
Figure 2.10: Two possible wrist configurations
If we select the case where θ5 is positive, Figure 2.10a applies.
U23
U13
=
s5s4
s5c4
=
s4
c4
= tan(θ4)
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and
U32
U31
=
s6
−c6 = tan(θ6)
will yield
θ4 = atan2(U23, U13) (2.33)
θ6 = atan2(U32,−U31) (2.34)
or if we select θ5 < 0 we can get the following:
θ4 = atan2(−U23,−U13) (2.35)
θ6 = atan2(−U32, U31) (2.36)
We can see in Figure 2.10a the case where θ5 > 0 and in Figure 2.10b the
case where θ5 < 0 with a rotation about θ4 by 180
◦ will get the same results,
hence why we have 2 possible solutions that will yield the same result.
2.4.4 Singularities
Singularities arise when the algorithm has an infinite amount of possible so-
lutions to choose from in order to achieve the desired position or orientation.
For the CRS robot this happens if Py = 0 and Px = 0 and if θ5 = 0. When
Py = 0 and Px = 0 the end-effector find itself directly above its waist axis of
rotation, as shown in Figure 2.11. Therefore θ1 = θ1Old in order to minimize
movement and the other joint angles are calculated in the regular manner.
Figure 2.11: Waist in singularity position
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The second singularity arises on the spherical wrist. Simply put if θ5 = 0
◦
then we can only solve for the sum of θ4 and θ6 as demonstrated in Figure
2.12. The actual joint angle that we are seeking for is impossible to know,
in the case of Figure 2.12. By convention, the desired angle is split to both
joints. Therefore θ4 = θ6 is half the desired angle. Mathematically this is
shown by the fact that;
c5 = U33 = 1 =⇒ U13 = U23 = U31 = U32 = 0
and we are left with
U =
c4+6 −s4+6 0s4+6 c4+6 0
0 0 1
 =
U11 U12 0U21 U22 0
0 0 1

θ4 + θ6 = atan2(U21, U11) (2.37)
= atan2(−U12, U22) (2.38)
It should be noted that even if mathematically it is possible to have
U33 = −1, it is not feasible in implementation since the 2 links at joint 5
would have to be inside or beside one another and that is not the case with
the CRS A645 manipulator.
Figure 2.12: Spherical wrist in singularity position
Chapter 3
Description of the Master
Manipulator
3.1 Introduction
The device used for the master manipulator is a twin pantograph manipula-
tor, shown in Figure 3.1 and in Figure 3.2. It was originally designed at the
University of British-Columbia [26]. The manipulator used was optimized
and built by S. Ahmad at Lakehead University [27]. Given its parallel struc-
ture the tools used earlier to determine the forward kinematics or Jacobian
cannot be used directly, hence the following description.
Figure 3.1: The twin pantograph manipulator
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Figure 3.2: CAD drawing of the twin pantograph
3.2 Forward Kinematics of the haptic robot
The problem of determining the position and orientation of the end-effector
using the angles of the active joint is called the forward kinematics. The
twin pantograph manipulator consists of 7 active joints split-up as follows;
3 on the top five-bar linkage, 3 on the bottom five-bar linkage and one for
the roll of the end-effector. First we will take each parallel structure, the
pantograph, and analyze its pseudo-serial form shown in Figure 3.3.
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(a) 3 DOF Pantograph (b) 3 DOF pseudo-serial
Figure 3.3: Serial equivalency of the 5-bar linkage, ie. the pantograph
Doing so will allow us to use the Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) method to find
the transformation matrix up to the ‘tip’ of the 5-bar linkage, that we will
define O5bar and O5bar,b for the top and bottom pseudo-serial manipulators
respectively. From Figure 3.3, it is obvious that:
θ1 = q1
θ2 = q3
Hence only θ3 is needed to be calculated using the two active joint five-bar
linkage shown in Figure 3.4. To do so two vectors are needed; Oˆ12, which
is the unit vector pointing from O1 to O2 and Oˆ42, the unit vector pointing
from O4 to O2, shown in Figure 3.4. We can find O12 and O42 as follows and
thereafter find their corresponding unit vector:
O12 =
[
l2cos(q3)
l2sin(q3)
]
O42 = O12 +
[
2l1 − l5cos(q2)
−l5sin(q2)
]
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Figure 3.4: Origins on the pantograph
By adding and subtracting these unit vectors it allows us to build a tri-
angle as shown in Figure 3.5. Using the inside angles of the 5-bar linkage
(γ1, γ2) it will be possible to determine θ3. γ1 is the angle between link 2 and
O42. γ2 is the angle between link 3 and O42, shown in Figure 3.4.
Figure 3.5: Unit vector triangle
We can see through Figure 3.6a that in order to determine γ1 we can
double the angle found from the triangle, demonstrated in (3.1). As for the
sign of γ1 we need to look at where this joint is, with q3, and at what angle is
it going through O42, as seen in Figure 3.6b. This yields a method for finding
the sign of γ1, (3.2) with direction vector ‘i’ and ‘j’ shown in Figure 3.6b.
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(a) Value calculation for γ1 (b) Sign calculation
for γ1
Figure 3.6: Visual interpretation of γ1
|γ1| = 2tan−1‖Oˆ42 − Oˆ12‖‖Oˆ42 + Oˆ12‖
(3.1)
sign(γ1) = q3 − tan−1(j
T Oˆ42
iT Oˆ42
) (3.2)
The angle γ2 can be found using the cosine rule, as stated by (3.3).
γ2 = cos
−1
(
l23 + ‖O42‖2 − l24
2l3‖O42‖
)
(3.3)
Given that θ3 is the angle between the vector representing link 2 going to
link 3 it follows that:
θ3 = pi − γ1 − γ2
Having values for θ1, θ2, θ3 for the pseudo-serial manipulator we can find
the transformation matrix from the base to the fifth origin, b5T . Please note
that the base frame, indicated Ob, on Figure 3.7 , was chosen such that it
will match the base frame of the CRS manipulator.
b
5T = A1A2A3A4A5 (3.4)
This choice of origins yields DH-parameters shown in Table 3.1. Using the
DH method, we get (3.4). We can now find the position and orientation of
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Figure 3.7: DH frame of reference for both pantographs
O5bar with respect to the base frame. Since errors can creep in with encoder
errors and limitations of trigonometric functions, we will incorporate a safety
feature here. Given how the top and bottom pantographs are physically
connected with 16cm in between them we will check to see if the distance
between the two calculated points is within 10% error.
14.4 < ‖O5bar −O5bar,b‖ < 17.6
In order for us to continue with the forward kinematics we will assume
the frame for the end-effector has ‘j’-axis pointing down, ‘i’-axis stays the
same as the base frame and ‘k’-axis follows the right hand rule. This ‘j’-axis
can be found simply by taking the difference of the tips of the pantographs.
j8 =
O5bar,b −O5bar
‖O5bar,b −O5bar‖
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Pantograph DH parameters
di ai αi θi
Bottom
14.75 0 −pi/2 0
l1 0 pi/2 0
0 l2 0 θ1b
-4.5 l3 0 θ2b
0 0 0 θ3b
4.5 0 0 0
Top
30.75 0 −pi/2 0
l1 0 pi/2 0
0 l2 0 θ1
4.5 l3 0 θ2
0 0 0 θ3
-4.5 0 0 0
Table 3.1: DH parameters for both pantographs
Knowing the position and orientation of O5bar and ‘j8’ we can find the
rotation axes for the 2 DOF passive joint. The first axis, ‘k6’, is parallel to
‘j5’. Hence the second axis, ‘k7’, needs to be perpendicular to both ‘j8’ and
‘k6’, (3.5) and Figure 3.8.
k7 = j8 × k6 (3.5)
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Figure 3.8: Finding the two last axes of rotation
Now that we have our rotation axes, k5, k6, k7, we need to find the cor-
responding angles. Information about q4 is readily available since the corre-
sponding joint is an active joint equipped with an encoder. The joint angles
q5 and q6 need to be determined mathematically. Joint angle q5 is found by
mapping k7 and i6 and determining the angle between the two unit vectors.
This is done once again by doubling the angle between the difference and the
addition of the two original unit vectors, see Figure 3.9, (3.6) and (3.7).
|q5| = 2tan−1‖k7 − i6‖‖k7 + i6‖ (3.6)
sign(q5) =
kT7 j6
|kT7 j6|
= ±1 (3.7)
At this point, we have yet to find q6. Before doing so we need more
information, therefore we will continue the forward kinematics in order to
know more information up to O7 using A7, A8, A9. Thereafter q6 is found
using the same method as q5 but using the difference between ‘j7’ and ‘j8’,
shown in (3.8) and (3.9).
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Figure 3.9: Determining q5
A7 =

c4 −s4 0 0
s4 c4 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
 A8 =

1 0 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
 A9 =

−s5 0 −c5 0
0 1 0 0
c5 0 −s5 0
0 0 0 1

|q6| = 2tan−1‖j8 − j7‖‖j8 + j7‖ (3.8)
sign(q6) =
jT8 i7
|jT8 i7|
= ±1 (3.9)
Using this angle we can reach the end-effector, O8, by using A10.
A10 =

c6 −s6 0 −l8s6
s6 c6 0 l8c6
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

Since we are analyzing the twin-pantograph structure as its pseudo-serial
equivalent we will extract, (3.10), the spherical wrist angles from the final
transformation matrix such that our final structure will essentially be a RRR
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manipulator with a spherical wrist.
From b8T =
[
b
8R O8
0 1
]
we can extract [x y z φ θ ψ]T (3.10)
Where:
 xy
z
 are the generalized coordinates of the end-effector
with respect to the base frame
 φθ
ψ
 are the yaw, pitch and roll angle respectively that describe
the rotation of the end-effector relative to the base frame
3.3 Jacobian
The Jacobian allows us to relate joint velocities with real world coordinate
velocities. This is usually stated by (3.11). It is the same for parallel ma-
nipulators [28]. We can also use the Jacobian to relate applied joint torques
and end-effector force/torques, (3.12).
q˙ = J(q)−1x˙ where q˙ =
[
q˙1 q˙2 q˙3 q˙1b q˙2b q˙3b q˙4
]T
x˙ =
[
x˙ y˙ z˙ ωx ωy ωz
]T (3.11)
τ = J(q)TF where τ =
[
τ1 τ2 τ3 τ1b τ2b τ3b τ4
]T
F =
[
Fx Fy Fz τx τy τz
]T (3.12)
We will find this Jacobian by first splitting x˙, the real world velocity of
the end-effector, into two parts. Originally this Cartesian world velocity, x˙
will be referred to as O˙8. Once split, one part will be for the top pantograph
and the other for the bottom pantograph, expressed in (3.13) and shown in
Figure 3.10. The 8 denotes the end-effector origin and the 5 denotes the
end-effector of the pseudo-serial 5-bar linkage. O˙5O˙5b
ω8
 = T1(O˙8ω8
)
(3.13)
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Where T1 takes the form:
T1 =
I l8S(j8)I −l8S(j8)
0 I
 (3.14)
and S(j8) is the angular velocity tensor, which is a second rank skew-
symmetric tensor;
S(A) =
 0 −Az AyAz 0 −Ax
−Ay Ax 0
 , with A =
AxAy
Az

Figure 3.10: Distributing the end-effector velocity
The +l8 in (3.14) allows us to map the top pantograph, while the −l8
allows us to map the bottom pantograph. Since we already have made the
5-bar linkage into its pseudo-serial analogy and tools are readily available for
Jacobian calculation we can therefore find the torque applied to the pseudo-
manipulator, expressed with θ˙ in (3.15).
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
θ˙1
θ˙2
θ˙3
θ˙1b
θ˙2b
θ˙3b
ω8

=
T3 0 00 T3b 0
0 0 I

︸ ︷︷ ︸
T2
 O˙5O˙5b
ω8
 (3.15)
With T3 being the inverse of the linear velocity Jacobian for a serial manip-
ulator;
T3 =
[
k1 × (O4 −O1) k2 × (O4 −O2) k3 × (O4 −O3)
]−1
where ki represents the axis of rotation for the pseudo-serial joint i + 1,
O1, O2, O3 represent the origin of those joints. Since k2 = k3 = k4 and O2
can be equal to O1, we have a simplified version:
T3 =
[
k1 × (O4 −O1) k4 × (O4 −O1) k4 × (O4 −O3)
]−1
(3.16)
We will now look at the angular velocity term ω8. This term is currently
defined with respect to the end-effector but we need to map it into the end-
effector of the pseudo-serial manipulator of the top pantograph, defined as
5ω8 shown in (3.17). We can see that in order to determine this value we
take the angular velocity from the end-effector with respect to the origin
(0ω8) and subtract from it the angular velocity found for the pseudo-serial
manipulator from the origin to its end-effector (0ω5).
5ω8 =
0ω8 − 0ω5 = ω8 − T5
θ˙1θ˙2
θ˙3
 (3.17)
This is simply done by using known serial tools:
T5 = Jω =
[
k1 k4 k4
]
It yields a trivial transformation of the form:
θ˙1
θ˙2
θ˙3
θ˙1b
θ˙2b
θ˙3b
5ω8

=
 I 0 00 I 0
−T5 0 I

︸ ︷︷ ︸
T4

θ˙1
θ˙2
θ˙3
θ˙1b
θ˙2b
θ˙3b
ω8

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We now need to transform the pseudo-serial joint rates into their equiva-
lent parallel structure. We will deal with a single pantograph in this analysis
since it is the same procedure for both. This transformation matrix, δ, needs
to satisfy (3.18).
θ˙ = δq˙
x˙ = Jˆδq˙
(3.18)
Where Jˆ is the Jacobian that we found as T3 in (3.15). It was already
stated that θ1 = q1 and θ2 = q3, therefore we can assume that δ will take the
form stated below. The inverse of δ takes the form shown in (3.19).θ˙1θ˙2
θ˙3
 =
1 0 00 0 1
0 V1 V2
q˙1q˙2
q˙3

q˙1q˙2
q˙3
 =
1 0 00 −V2
V1
V1
0 1 0
θ˙1θ˙2
θ˙3
 (3.19)
In order to solve for V1 and V2 in (3.19), we need to analyze the relation-
ship that q˙2 with q˙3 have on θ˙3. To do so, we will consider the case where
θ1 = θ˙1 = 0, in order to find a special case Jacobian J˜ . We now have the
following structure, Figure 3.11, and are able to determine some variables
(3.20) through (3.24).
O˜1 = O˜0 +
l10
0
 (3.20)
O˜2 = O˜1 +
l2cos(q3)l2sin(q3)
0
 (3.21)
O˜3 =
 iTO5bar‖(jjT + kkˆT )O5bar‖
0
 (3.22)
O˜4 = O˜5 +
l5cos(q2)l5sin(q2)
0
 (3.23)
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Figure 3.11: Two dimension serial manipulator considered
O˜5 = O˜0 +
−l10
0
 (3.24)
Using serial tools, we can easily find the Jacobian of this structure to be;
J˜ =
[
k × (O˜5 − O˜1) k × (O˜5 − O˜2) k × (O˜5 − O˜3) k × (O˜5 − O˜4)
1 1 1 1
]
(3.25)
The pantograph is a variant of this architecture and, therefore, the end
effector is actually fixed, ˙˜O5 = 0, clearly θ˙2 = q˙3 and also ω5 = q˙2. Expanding
and simplifying will yield:

0
0
0
q˙2
 =

0 −jT (O˜5 − O˜2) −jT (O˜5 − O˜3) −jT (O˜5 − O˜4)
2l1 i
T (O˜5 − O˜2) iT (O˜5 − O˜3) iT (O˜5 − O˜4)
0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1


q˙3
θ˙3
θ˙4
θ˙5

This yields 3 linearly independent equations with 3 unknowns (θ˙3, θ˙4, θ˙5).
We will make a change of variable to simplify the following math that will
follow from (3.26) through (3.28).
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A , (O˜5 − O˜2)
B , (O˜5 − O˜3)
C , (O˜5 − O˜4)
jTAθ˙3 + j
TBθ˙4 + j
TCθ˙5 = 0 (3.26)
iTAθ˙3 + i
TBθ˙4 + i
TCθ˙5 = 2l1q˙3 (3.27)
θ˙3 + θ˙4 + θ˙5 = q˙2 − q˙3 (3.28)
Taking these three equations, our goal becomes solving for θ˙3. First
we will multiply (3.26) by iT (B − C), (3.27) by jT (B − C) and (3.28) by
iTCjT (B − C)− jTCiT (B − C).
jTAiT (B − C)θ˙3 + jTBiT (B − C)θ˙4+
jTCiT (B − C)θ˙5 = 0 (3.29)
iTAjT (B−C)θ˙3+iTBjT (B−C)θ˙4+iTCjT (B−C)θ˙5 = 2l1jT (B−C)q˙3 (3.30)
[
iTCjT (B − C)− jTCiT (B − C)] (θ˙3 + θ˙4 + θ˙5)
= (iTCjT (B − C)− jTCiT (B − C))(q˙2 − q˙3) (3.31)
Now we take equation (3.30) and subtract from it equation (3.29) followed
by (3.31).
iT (ABT − ACT −BAT + CAT − C(B − C)T + (B − C)CT )jθ˙3
= 2l1j
T (B − C)q˙3 − iT (C(B − C)T − (B − C)CT )j(q˙3 − q˙2)
Using the fact that iT (ABT −BAT )j = kT (A×B), one has
kT ((A×B) + (C × A) + ((B − C)× C))θ˙3 =
2l1j
T (B − C)q˙3 + kT (C × (B − C))(q˙3 − q˙2) (3.32)
Moreover, it follows that:
(A×B) + (C × A) + ((B − C)× C) = (A×B)− (A× C) + ((B − C)× C)
= A× (B − C)− (C × (B − C))
= (A− C)× (B − C)
∴ kT (A− C)× (B − C)θ˙3 = 2l1jT (B − C)q˙3 + kT (C × (B − C))(q˙3 − q˙2)
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θ˙3 =
2l1j
T (B − C)q˙3 + kT (C × (B − C))(q˙3 − q˙2)
kT ((A− C)× (B − C)) (3.33)
Plugging back our original variables into (3.33) yields:
θ˙3 =
2l1j
T (O˜4 − O˜3)q˙3 + kT
(
(O˜5 − O˜4)× (O˜4 − O˜3)
)
(q˙3 − q˙2)
kT
(
(O˜4 − O˜2)× (O˜4 − O˜3)
)
Since we are looking for two functions that will satisfy (3.19) we get:
V1(q2, q3) =
−kT
(
(O˜5 − O˜4)× (O˜4 − O˜3)
)
kT
(
(O˜4 − O˜2)× (O˜4 − O˜3)
) (3.34)
V2(q2, q3) =
2l1j
T (O˜4 − O˜3)
kT
(
(O˜4 − O˜2)× (O˜4 − O˜3)
) − V1(q2, q3) (3.35)
We will call the transformation matrix that allows us to go from pseudo-
serial joint rates to parallel joint rates T7 and T7b for the top and bottom
pantograph respectively.
T7 =
1 0 00 −V2
V1
V1
0 1 0
 (3.36)
The pseudo-serial joint rate, θ˙4, is the same as the rate of change of the
roll motor, q7. The angular velocity term
5ω8 now needs to be expressed with
respect to the last three joints of the pseudo serial manipulator through the
matrix T8 which is the inverse Jacobian of a spherical wrist. Using (3.37)
and isolating for the joint θ˙4 will result in (3.38).
T8 =
[
k5 k6 k6
]−1
[
θ˙4 θ˙5 θ˙6
]T
=
[
k5 k6 k7
]−1 5ω8 (3.37)
q˙7 = θ˙4 = i
TT8
5ω8 (3.38)
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Having (3.36), by using (3.34) and (3.35), and (3.38), we are able to
express all the pseudo-serial joints in terms of the parallel joints through T6.
T6 =
T7 0 00 T7b 0
0 0 iTT8

Ultimately, this leads to a method for solving the inverse Jacobian.
q˙ = T6T4T2T1x˙
q˙ = J−1x˙
(3.39)
Our goal of replicating a Cartesian force through motor torques can-
not be directly solved through (3.39) since the relationship is (3.40). With
(3.39) yielding a 6 × 7 matrix, the left inverse needs to be found using the
Moore-Penrose Matrix Inverse method which finds an inverse for non-square
matrices, denoted with a + sign. This pseudo-inverse, which always pro-
vides the shortest length least squares solution, may not necessarily give a
solution that satisfies all the original equations, [29]. The Moore-Penrose
inverse is found as described in (3.41) where (HTH)−1 is inverted using the
Strassen-Newton inverse algorithm described in [30].
τ = J(q)TF (3.40)
JT = (J−1)+T where H+ = (HTH)−1HT (3.41)
Chapter 4
Bilateral Teleoperation
4.1 System description
Bilateral teleoperation was implemented using the master and slave manip-
ulators in the Automatic Control Laboratory at Lakehead University. Both
manipulators have encoders on all motors and use MultiQ-3 I/O boards to in-
terface with a computer. These boards, built by Quanser Consulting, provide
us with 8 digital inputs, 8 digital outputs, 8 analog inputs, 8 analog outputs
and 8 quadrature decoder/counters. The boards work in conjunction with
many different softwares to implement our controllers in real time. First, a
SIMULINK schematic needs to be built which includes acquisition blocks,
our control program and output blocks. The control program is written as
s-functions in C code. With the help of the Real-Time Workshop toolbox,
from Mathworks Inc, we can thereafter compile our code to create a WinCon
Client and a WinCon Server. WinCon Server and Client communicate with
one another with the use of RTX Runtime from VenturCom Inc. Currently,
both the Client and Server are physically located on the same computer but
have the capability of being on separate computers allowing for a more flexi-
ble implementation [31], see Appendix A for some details. The program itself
runs from the Client function but the interaction between the operator and
the program is done through the Server function. The code is implemented
with a sampling period of 1ms, in order to minimize problems associated
with faster sampling, [32], and demands between 40%− 60% of the 666 MHz
processor.
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The different control techniques will be briefly explained here but for
a more thorough introduction to teleoperation prior to wave variable the
reader is directed toward [1] and [13] for a more in depth introduction to
more advanced control schemes.
4.1.1 Multi-rate sampling
The Simulink schematic contains two loops, a fast loop that updates at
1000Hz and a slow loop that updates at 200Hz, shown in Figure 4.1 without
the communication medium. The fast loop reads the encoder values, finds
the filtered derivatives and, via the Jacobians, calculates the force of the PI
controller. This force is converted into joint torques using the Jacobians and
is applied to the actuators via the motor controllers. The slow loop recal-
culates the Jacobians and their transposes using the most recent positions.
The clock rate is selected in order to minimize the discretization effect, [32].
Future reference to the Jacobian will omit mentioning the slow loop. Also
for simplification, it is assumed that the slave Jacobian is calculated within
the safety feature block.
Figure 4.1: Block diagram of control algorithm
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4.2 Kinesthetic force-based scheme
The KFB control scheme consists of using a proportional-derivative (PD)
controller on each individual joint of the slave robot. This allows to move
each joint to a desired angle with a controller following (4.1) with controller
gains defined in Table 4.1. The corresponding block diagram is illustrated in
Figure 4.2.
τ = Kp(qsd − qs)−Kd s
τcs+ 1
qs (4.1)
Where:
τ is the torque to apply to the joint
qsd is the desired joint angle
qs is the slave joint angle
Kp is the proportional gain
Kd is the derivative gain
1
τc
is the cut-off frequency of the low-pass filter
Joint 1 2 3 4 5 6
Kp 143.24 143.24 143.24 28.65 28.65 17.19
Kd 2.292 2.292 2.292 0.2865 0.2865 0.1146
Table 4.1: PD controller gains with joint angle in radians
This controller scheme, of Figure 4.2, requires a sensor on the end-effector
of the slave robot in order to detect the interaction forces between the manip-
ulator and the remote environment. With this sensor, this scheme provides a
very true feel to the user but only in the free-motion case or if contact is made
with a compliant object. In Figure 4.2 the user moves the master robot and
its movement is sensed by the encoders on all active joints and represented
as qm. Knowing all active joint angles, we then find the generalized coordi-
nate position and orientation of the master manipulator, represented by xm,
with the use of forward kinematics described earlier. This desired position
and orientation is then transmitted through the communication medium and,
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Figure 4.2: Block diagram of the PD controller
with the help of inverse kinematics, we can determine the desired joint angles
of the slave manipulator, qsd. A PD controller seeks to bring the slave joint
angles to the desired angles by applying a certain torque, τs. While the slave
manipulator is moving there is a sensor that detects the 3 generalized coor-
dinate forces and the 3 generalized coordinate torques, Fenv. These sensed
forces are transmitted back to the master manipulator where they are con-
verted to the joint space via the Jacobian, Jm(q)
T . Finally, these torques are
applied to the master manipulator by the motor controller and the operator
is able to feel the interaction forces his movements are creating at the remote
environment.
4.2.1 Safety Considerations
In order to provide some safety during operations we have included a safety
feature to our design. The inverse kinematics obtains all 8 solutions and
determines which ones are feasible and which one will create the least move-
ment of all joints combined. If no solution is feasible, no motion is generated.
Clutching is also implemented in order to maximize the use of the bigger
workspace of the slave manipulator.
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4.3 Position error-based scheme
The PEB control scheme consists of using a proportional-integral (PI) con-
troller1 on the generalized velocity of the slave and master end-effectors. This
determines a generalized force that the robot needs to apply and is then con-
verted to a desired torque for each joint. The controller equation originally
take the form of (4.2) which can be simplified to (4.3). The controller gains,
found experimentally in this work, are given in Table 4.2 and a block diagram
is illustrated in Figure 4.3.
Fs(t) = Ki
∫ t
0
(x˙m − x˙s) ds+Kpi(x˙m − x˙s)
Fm(t) = Ki
∫ t
0
(x˙s − x˙m) ds+Kpi(x˙s − x˙m)
(4.2)
Fs(t) = Ki
∫ t
0
(x˙sd − x˙s) ds+Kpi(x˙sd − x˙s)
Fmd = −Fs
(4.3)
Where:
Fs is the generalized force to apply by the slave
Fmd is the desired generalized force to apply by the master
x˙sd is the desired generalized slave velocity
x˙s is the generalized slave velocity
Ki is the integral gain
Kpi is the proportional gain
This type of controller requires no sensor on the end-effector of the slave
robot and therefore does not represent an accurate representation of the
interaction forces with the remote environment. In Figure 4.3 the user moves
the master robot and its movement is sensed by the encoders on all active
joints and are represented as qm. Having the different joint angles, we are
1It is named PI since we are using the integral action, but this controller may be viewed
as a PD controller if the integral of velocity is first computed.
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Joint 1 2 3 4 5 6
Ki 30 30 30 5000 2500 2500
Kpi 0.3 0.3 0.3 200 100 100
Table 4.2: PI controller gains with velocity in centimetres per seconds and
radians per seconds
Figure 4.3: Block diagram of the PI controller
able to calculate the Jacobian. The joint velocities are obtained using a
filtered derivative, i.e.,
[q˙m] =
s
τcs+ 1
[qm]
This filtering creates a problem by introducing time delay to the signals
due to the settling time. Given that the CRS manipulator has encoders with
1 000 counts per revolution (CPR) but also has a 1:100 transmission ratio,
this means an effective 100 000 CPR. This signal has very little noise and
therefore little filtering is done, a time constant of 2ms. The settling time of
the filter showed to be very important since we are calculating the Jacobian
every five milliseconds and need the signal to be of similar time stamp. Figure
4.4 demonstrates the calculations to determine the generalized velocity for
the slave.
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Figure 4.4: Finding the generalized velocity for the slave manipulator
For the haptic device, the signal is not as clean. The encoders also are
1 000 CPR encoders but there is no transmission. We therefore decided to
use greater filtering in order to remove more noise and as such are using
τc = 0.025 for the filtering of the master’s joint velocities.
Having the rate of change of each joints, q˙m, and the Jacobian, Jm(q), we
are able to get the generalized linear velocities and angular velocities of the
master manipulator, x˙m. The velocity is then transmitted to the slave side
via the communication medium and is then referred to as the desired slave
velocity, x˙sd. Meanwhile the slave’s general velocities are also obtained in
the same fashion. Keeping in mind that if both manipulators are initialized
properly, the integral of the velocity will give us a desired position to track.
Both x˙s and x˙sd are the inputs to the PI controller which determines the
generalized force to apply in order to recreate the movement of the operator’s
hand. This generalized force, Fs, is then converted back to the joint space via
the Jacobian and finally applied to each joint of the slave robot. The same
procedure is applied at the master side such that the forces seek to push back
the operator’s hand. The feedback to the operator’s hand is inaccurate and
includes the dynamics of the slave manipulator.
4.3.1 Safety Considerations
In order to provide safety during operation, we have included a feature to our
design that prevents damage to the CRS robot and to the remote environ-
ment. Normally, manipulators are being controlled using inverse kinematics,
as with the KFB controller. The inverse kinematics are aware of the maxi-
mum joint angle for each joint. When the inverse kinematics are calculated,
the program ensures that the desired joint angles is within these limits.
With our PI controller being in Cartesian space, the controller does not
have such a priori. For that reason we have added such knowledge within the
Jacobian calculations, Figure 4.5. The algorithm for the Jacobian calculation
block including the safety feature is shown in Table 4.3
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Figure 4.5: PI controller with safety
Forward Kinematics
Jacobian Calculation
Control Force
τpi = J
TFs
direction = sign(τpi)
Safety consideration
if reached qmax and direction is 1
use τpd = Kp(qmax − qs)−Kdq˙s
else if reached qmin and direction is -1
use τpd = Kp(qmin − qs)−Kdq˙s
else
use τpi
Table 4.3: Torque calculations algorithm with safety feature
The algorithm has input arguments the calculated generalized force to
apply, Fs(t) = Ki
t∫
0
(x˙sd − x˙s) ds + Kpi (x˙sd − x˙s), and the joint angle of
the CRS manipulator. First, the algorithm calculates the Jacobian as per
described in previous section. Via the Jacobian, the algorithm determines
what joint torques are needed to produce a force of Fs, defined as τpi. Next,
the algorithm checks in what direction this torque will rotate the joints.
If the joint has reached its maximum, or minimum, value and the torque
calculated attempts to rotate it past its maximum or minimum value, then
the program will not use that torque. Rather it will output the torque re-
quired for the joint to stay at its current location. Clutching is also imple-
mented in order to maximize the use of the bigger workspace of the slave
manipulator.
Using an algorithm of this form ensures that the safety of the slave manip-
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ulator is enforced at the slave side of the communication medium. It would
have been simpler to determine if a position was possible or not directly at
the master side but this would have rendered future expansion, mainly wave
variables, to be more complicated than necessary to implement.
4.4 Wave variables
The wave variable controller is an extension of the PEB controller. It is
implemented using a single wave for each degree of freedom, a total of 6
independent waves, Figure 4.6. Also depicted on Figure 4.6 is a low-pass
filter (LPF) on each out-going waves, as recommended in [17, 33]. In Figure
4.6, the generalized master velocity, x˙m, and the computed slave force, Fs,
are calculated in the same manner as with the PEB controller. They are
then encoded into waves and simultaneously the received wave is decoded to
the desired variable (Fmd for the master, x˙sd for the slave), through (4.4) and
(4.5). The wave transformation variables, found experimentally in this work,
are given in Table 4.4.
Fmd = bx˙m +
√
2b vm [um] =
1
1 + τms
[√
2b x˙m + vm
]
(4.4)
x˙sd =
√
2
b
vs − Fs
b
[us] =
1
1 + τss
[√2
b
Fs − vs
]
(4.5)
With: vm(t) = us(t− T ) and vs(t) = um(t− T )
Where:
Fs is the generalized force to apply by the slave
Fmd is the generalized desired master force
x˙m is the generalized master velocity
x˙sd is the generalized desired slave velocity
b is the wave impedance
τm is the cut-off frequency of the LPF on the master’s outgoing wave
τs is the cut-off frequency of the LPF on the slave’s outgoing wave
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T is the communication time delay
um is the outgoing wave from the master
us is the outgoing wave from the slave
vm is the delayed incoming wave to the master
vs is the delayed incoming wave to the slave
DOF x y z φ θ ψ
b 1 1 1 2000 2000 2000
τm 20 20 20 8 8 8
τs 20 20 20 n/a n/a n/a
Table 4.4: Wave transformation variables
Figure 4.6: Wave variable block diagram
Chapter 5
Experimental Results
Different control schemes of bilateral teleoperation have been tested on the
experimental setup shown in Figure 5.1. Data has been collected from the
real-time experiments and is presented in this section. Five different experi-
ments were conducted with all three control schemes.
Figure 5.1: Experimental setup at the Automatic Control Laboratory
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5.1 Experiment with a compliant environment
without communication time delay
The first experiment consists of applying a force down on a cardboard box’s
lid. The force at which the box’s lid will resist the slave manipulator depends
on how close to the edge the force is being applied. Thus by varying locations,
the operator should be able to feel different interaction forces. The following
graphs show the generalized position error between the master and the slave
manipulators and the interaction force measured by the force/torque sensor.
The KFB controller was used to obtain the results shown in Figure 5.3. PEB
controller was used to obtain the results in Figure 5.4, but the actual error
can be seen on Figure 5.5. The error shown in Figure 5.4 is determined by
the
t∫
0
(
x˙sd − x˙s
)
ds term in (4.3). The error in Figure 5.5 shows the error
using forward kinematics independently of the PEB controller code, Figure
5.2. The results obtained in Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7, used wave variables
instead of transmitting x˙m and Fs. These two Figures represent the two dif-
ferent errors associated to the PEB controller.
Figure 5.2: Independently calculated position error
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.20.0
Figure 5.3: Position error of the KFB controller without time delays
5.1.1 Discussion 1
The KFB controller allowed for very accurate force feedback and allowed the
operator to be aware of the force he was applying to the box, thus limiting
the remote interaction to approximately 7N . The PEB controller failed to
provide, as for all of the following results, accurate feedback to the operator.
Although it seems that the PEB controller outperforms the KFB controller,
it is obvious that there is a position drift that happens due to the filtered
derivative of the joint angles and integrating the generalized velocity, shown
in Figure 5.5 when the position is calculated using forward kinematics. The
same result can be said when using wave variables, although wave variables
did represent a greater error, Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.4: Position error of the PEB controller without time delay, error
measured at the controller
Figure 5.5: Position error of the PEB controller without time delay, calcu-
lated by forward kinematics
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Figure 5.6: Position error using wave variables without time delay, error
measured at the controller
Figure 5.7: Position error using wave variables without time delay, calculated
by forward kinematics
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5.2 Experiment with a stiff environment with-
out communication time delay
This experiment consists of applying a force on a stiff surface, maintain
a certain pressure and glide along that surface, similarly to writing. The
following graphs show the generalized position error between the master and
the slave manipulators and the interaction force measured by the force/torque
sensor. The KFB controller was used to obtain the results shown in Figure
5.8. The PEB controller was used to obtain the results in Figure 5.9, and
the actual error can be seen in Figure 5.10. Figure 5.10 illustrates the error
using forward kinematics independently of the PEB controller code, described
earlier. The results, illustrated in Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12, were obtained
by transmitting wave variables.
Figure 5.8: Position error of the KFB controller without time delays
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5.2.1 Discussion 2
The KFB controller demonstrates the non-passive behavior of the KFB scheme.
When the slave manipulator made contact with the surface, the force sensed
by the sensor pushed back the hand of the operator and oscillation happened.
This response was expected and is shown in Figure 5.8. The PEB controller
did not have this oscillatory response but rather failed to provide knowledge
about how much pressure was actually being exerted on the stiff surface.
Although the operator was able to glide along the surface, the surface might
have gotten damaged from such strong interaction force, shown in Figure 5.9.
A position drift is once again evident from the greater position error shown
in Figure 5.10, compared with Figure 5.9. With the transmission of wave
variables the response was once again very similar to the PEB controller but
demonstrated a greater error.
Figure 5.9: Position error of the PEB controller without time delay, error
measured at the controller
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Figure 5.10: Position error of the PEB controller without time delay, calcu-
lated by forward kinematics
Figure 5.11: Position error using wave variables without time delay, error
measured at the controller
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Figure 5.12: Position error using wave variables without time delay, calcu-
lated by forward kinematics
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5.3 Free motion with communication time de-
lay
Experiments with time delays present within the communication medium
were performed using Simulink block Transport Delay with a time delay
value of 50ms. In Figure 5.13 we can clearly see that the slave manipulator
is trailing behind the master manipulator. This time delay is known to have
the ability to destabilize the system and deteriorate transparency. The results
in Figure 5.13 were obtained using the KFB controller while the results in
Figure 5.14 were obtained using the PEB controller and the results in Figure
5.15 were obtained by transmitting wave variables.
Figure 5.13: Position error of the KFB controller with constant time delay
of 50ms present
5.3.1 Discussion 3
In Figure 5.13, it is obvious that the slave’s response is delayed. The slave’s
response often overshoots when the master manipulator stops moving. In
Figures 5.14 and 5.15 it is less apparent that a time delay is present since
both signal seem to be synchronized with one another. The PEB controller
once again demonstrates a clear position drift in the x direction.
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Figure 5.14: Position error of the PEB controller with constant time delay
of 50ms present
Figure 5.15: Position error using wave variables with constant time delay of
50ms present
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5.4 Experiment with a compliant environment
with communication time delay
This experiment consists of applying a force down on a cardboard box’s lid in
the presence of time delays within the communication medium. The following
graphs show the generalized position error between the master and the slave
manipulators and the interaction force measured by the force/torque sensor.
The KFB controller was used to obtain the results shown in Figure 5.16.
PEB controller was used to obtain the results in Figure 5.17, but the actual
error can be seen in Figure 5.18. Also, transmission of wave variables was
used to obtain the results shown in Figures 5.19 and 5.20.
Figure 5.16: Position error of the KFB controller with constant time delay
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5.4.1 Discussion 4
The KFB controller allowed for accurate delayed force feedback and allowed
the operator to be aware of the force he had applied to the box, thus he
was not aware of the current interaction force. The presence of time delay
in the communication medium was not as apparent for the PEB controller,
and, resulted in lower root mean square error (RMSE). Position drift is still
noticeable but some of the error in Figure 5.18 should be attributed to the
fact that the forward kinematics are not aware of the 50ms time delay, thus
comparing live error. Roughly speaking since the new desired position has
not reached the slave yet, the slave is not trying to track the current position
of the master, thus yielding a greater error. It is interesting to see that
now the transmission of wave variables yielded a lower RMSE than the PEB
controller, Figure 5.18 versus Figure 5.20.
Figure 5.17: Position error of the PEB controller with constant time delay
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Figure 5.18: Position error of the PEB controller with constant time delay,
calculated by forward kinematics
Figure 5.19: Position error using wave variables with constant time delay
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Figure 5.20: Position error using wave variables with constant time delay,
calculated by forward kinematics
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5.5 Experiment with a stiff environment with
communication time delay
The last experiment consists of applying a force on a stiff surface, maintain a
certain pressure and glide along that surface, with time delay present in the
communication medium. The following graphs show the generalized position
error between the master and the slave manipulators and the interaction
force measured by the force/torque sensor. The KFB controller was used to
obtain the results shown in Figure 5.16. PEB controller was used to obtain
the results in Figure 5.22, but the actual error can be seen on Figure 5.23
and results obtained using wave variables are shown in Figure 5.24 and 5.25.
Figure 5.21: Position error of the KFB controller with constant time delay
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5.5.1 Discussion 5
The KFB controller allowed for accurate delayed force feedback but once
again, oscillations occurred due to the non-passive nature of KFB scheme.
In Figure 5.21, the operator is not able to apply a constant force to the re-
mote environment. If he were to try, the system would oscillate in a growing
fashion until failure of the weakest component. The presence of time delay
in the communication medium was not as apparent for the PEB controller,
and, resulted in lower mean absolute error. For both the PEB controller and
the transmission of wave variables, position drift is still noticeable but some
of the error in Figure 5.23 should be attributed to the fact that the forward
kinematics are not aware of the 50ms time delay, thus comparing live error.
Although the wave variables did not outperform the PEB controller in this
experiment, we should keep in mind that the passivity of this controller is
guaranteed even in the case of time delays whereas the PEB could have re-
acted in some unstable fashion.
Figure 5.22: Position error of the PEB controller with constant time delay
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Figure 5.23: Position error of the PEB controller with constant time delay,
calculated by forward kinematics
Figure 5.24: Position error using wave variables with constant time delay
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Figure 5.25: Position error using wave variables with constant time delay,
calculated by forward kinematics
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5.6 Problems faced when running the exper-
iments
1. The accuracy of the haptic device Jacobian calculation was affected by
the choice of units used for the length of the links.
2. The PEB experiments were, at times, very ‘bouncy’, especially when
the CRS manipulator was close to its maximum reach.
3. When the system is first turned ON the haptic manipulator is at its
ready position but that ready position is outside its dextrous workspace.
It is a problem for the forward kinematics. The Jacobian will also have
a problem since the haptic device needs to cross the dextrous workspace
boundary surface, [27], which includes terms that approach infinity.
4. The system seems to remain stable even in the presence of time delays
and the haptic device’s motors are often operating around or at their
maximum continuous current.
The author dealt with these issues in the following way or the following
solutions should be considered.
1. It was observed that using cm or mm would yield different Jacobians
while m would give a faulty Jacobian. When the haptic device was
designed, it was designed to optimize the link lengths in units of cm,
[34]. It was determined that units of cm should always be used for
accurate results.
2. The experiments were originally performed with fast filters, maximum
group delay of 2ms, to ensure synchronization with the Jacobian. The
final implementation included a second sampling frequency that allowed
the Jacobian to be updated less frequently. This made it possible to
use slower filters, maximum group delay of 25ms, and to remove more
noise.
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3. This issue was resolved by simulating an extra ON single throw switch
on the haptic device using the push-button already located on the end-
effector. Using a C code with static variables, the program determines
the first time the operator releases the push-button. This allows the op-
erator to switch high the ‘ON’ block in Simulink without turning ON
the bilateral teleoperation. Once all procedures have been done (re-
moving the bias of the force torque acquisition unit, limping the robot)
then the operator can grasp the end-effector, press the push-button,
bring it within the dextrous workspace and, only when he releases the
push-button will the slave manipulator start to follow the movement of
the master manipulator. After this initialization, the push-button can
be used for clutching.
4. The capabilities of the human hand are analyzed by [26] through ex-
periments and requirements for haptic devices were determined. The
twin pantograph originally designed by [26], was built to meet these
requirements and is capable of producing forces shown in Table 5.1 as
‘Original twin pantograph’. It is clear that the haptic device used here,
‘Actual twin pantograph’ in Table 5.1, could provide accurate feedback
for a greater range of forces if it had stronger motors or a transmission
box attached to its current motors. The electronics used to drive the
motors could also be changed in order to provide peak capabilities.
Force axis
i j k
Original twin pantograph
continuous 5.0N 3.3N 4.1N
peak 48N 21N 40N
Actual twin pantograph
continuous 2.25N 0.5N 2.6N
peak 2.25N 0.5N 2.6N
Table 5.1: Haptic device force capabilities
Chapter 6
Conclusions and future work
6.1 Conclusion
The goal of this thesis was to implement Bilateral Teleoperation using an
in-house built parallel robot and the industrial serial manipulator, and to
provide some insight on the effects of communication time delays. The for-
ward kinematics and the Jacobian calculation are derived and implemented
for the parallel robot (twin pantograph). The forward kinematics, inverse
kinematics and Jacobian calculations are also derived and implemented for
the CRS manipulator. Experiments were performed using the KFB scheme,
the PEB scheme and wave variables approach. Our experiments provided
accurate tracking on all three directions and all three orientations. The force
feedback, obtained with the force/torque sensor, proved to be indispensable
information for the operator. The response of the Kinesthetic Force Based
(KFB) scheme was demonstrated to be non-passive. The destabilizing effect
of constant time delay was observed to be less significant than anticipated.
The inaccurate force feedback of the Position Error Based (PEB) scheme
demonstrated the need for better control schemes in order to guarantee sta-
bility while providing telepresence. Experiments that included the transmis-
sion of wave variables demonstrated their capability to minimize the effect
of time delay and the need for well tuned impedance matching of the waves.
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6.2 Status and future work
A Kinesthetic Force Based (KFB) controller, a Position Error Based (PEB)
controller and wave variable transmission are designed and implemented suc-
cessfully in real-time. All the needed hardware are available for the imple-
mentation to take place over a network. The manipulators could be controlled
with a different control scheme such as with the 4-channel architecture in or-
der to compare its telepresence versus the KFB scheme, the PEB scheme
and the wave variables approach. For now, this system is a great platform to
study the effects of time delay on teleoperation and the accuracy of different
force feedback methods.
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Appendix A
Bilateral Teleoperation using
WinCon
Implementations were made possible thanks to WinCon software. Win-
Con allows for real-time data acquisition and control with the well-known
Simulink interface. Simulink is a simulation software part of Matlab but has
the capability to be used in real time with the Real Time Workshop.
After a controller is designed, the user needs to build the C++ code that
will allow Simulink to be in control of the data acquisition and control boards
(DACB). To build the C++ code the user needs to have the appropriate
version of Microsoft Visual C++ (MSVC) installed. For a complete list of
software and version numbers installed, see table A.1 and for the mandatory
installation order and installation settings see [35].
Required Software Version #
Windows 2000 pro Service pack 4
Microsoft Visual Studio 6.0 Service pack 5
Matlab 6.1 Revision 14, Service pack 1
Real-time Workshop 6.1
WinCon Version 5.0
RTX Real-time Version 6.1
Table A.1: Installed software and version numbers
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A.1 Single computer set-up
Once the C++ code is compiled, it opens two functions of WinCon; a server
and a client. The server window communicates directly with Simulink with
the help of the Real-time workshop (RTW). Figure A.1 demonstrates this
type of set-up. A key factor to note is that the WinCon server is not operating
under the Windows environment but rather under its own pseudo-operating
system. This difference disallows the use of dynamic link libraries (DLL)
and of many of the more advanced Matlab functions. Therefore, the greatest
tool left to the designer is to write his own C-code by using the Simulink S-
function or S-function builder blocks. The second function, WinCon Client,
can be located anywhere on a local area network, the internet or on the same
computer.
Figure A.1: Software Interaction of WinCon
Assuming WinCon Client is on the same computer for now, signifies that
once Matlab has compiled the C++ code, the WinCon code (.wcl) is down-
loaded from the server to the client. This connection is done with the RTX
software. Regardless of whether the client is internal or external the commu-
nication from the server to the client is done with the Transmission Control
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Protocol and the Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) protocol. The client is in direct
link with the data acquisition boards (Quancer MultiQ 3) accessed according
to their ISO slot address. With the RTX software the set-up can be aug-
mented to any number of client machines running many different controllers,
see [31] for in depth examples.
A.2 Extending WinCon for Bilateral Teleop-
eration
One of the many possible arrangements will be discussed here, which is, to the
author’s knowledge, the best way to implement bilateral teleoperation over
a network using the current hardware. First, the master computer needs
to have the full WinCon (Server,Client,Controls) installed, while the slave
computer should ONLY have Client and Controls installed.
Figure A.2: WinCon used for Bilateral Teleoperation
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Each manipulator needs to have its own Simulink controller with some
TCP/IP blocks. We will assign the task of plotting graphs and streaming
of the IP camera to the most powerful computer, the Pentium 4. Therefore
the slave, or CRS, controller is demonstrated under “Computer 2” in Figure
A.2. This figure demonstrates that for a PEB controller the velocity and
force need to be connected to different TCP/IP blocks for appropriate com-
munications. This is done using 3 blocks. First, the slave controller has to be
running before the master controller is turned ON. This allows the TCP/IP
listen block to start listening for anybody trying to connect to this controller.
Once a connection is established, the output of the TCP/IP listen block will
distribute the required information for communications, named ‘dev’. The
order of the blocks that ‘dev’ connects to decides the order of the commu-
nications. Hence connecting the ‘dev’ output of the TCP/IP listen to the
input of the TCP/IP Raw Receive and its output to the Raw Send allows
the controller to focus on controlling the position of the slave and thereafter
transmit the interaction forces.
On the master controller, we need to have the TCP/IP connect block
that will initiate a communication with the IP address provided and, if it is
listening, connect to it. Once again, we find a send and receive block but
in reverse order such that it will match the blocks on the slave controller.
Figure A.2 demonstrates the interconnectedness of this set-up.
A.2.1 Choice of Transmission Blocks
Although the control Engineer has the option of using simple Send and Re-
ceive blocks with built in buffering and order correction, it is recommended
to use the raw data blocks. This way the engineer can implement his own
methods, example [18, 23], and is still able to demonstrate the passivity of
the buffering method. It is the authors believe that such extension is possi-
ble with the current hardware and only requires a second RTX licence. In
addition, RTX is able to use a network interface card (NIC) installed under
Windows but the author recommends the addition of a separate, dedicated,
NIC that can operate with less time delay. This dedicated NIC set-up needs
to be installed in a special matter but can be used directly from the WinCon
Server or Client hence removing the communication from the WinCon to
Windows down to the NIC.
Appendix B
Hardware modifications made
to the system
B.1 Modifications to the emergency stop but-
ton
The original set-up included two emergency stop (e-stop) buttons, one for
each manipulator. This meant that the operator could only stop one manip-
ulator at a time given that one hand is always holding the end-effector of
the haptic device. The A645 control box for the CRS manipulator made it
possible to simplify things by simply having one e-stop. By using the System
Input/Output (SYSIO) port, we added a normally closed single pole single
throw (SPST) contact between pin 19 and 20. This contact was included
in the housing with the mushroom head e-stop of the haptic device e-stop,
Figure B.1.
B.2 Modifications to the motor control boards
The author noticed a discrepancy between the waist’s motor discussed in [27]
and the physical motors. The motors were thought to be Maxon F2260.890
but actually were Maxon F2260.883. These motors have a torque constant
of 78.3mNm/A as opposed to 250mNm/A. We actually needed to drive the
motors with 3.2 times more current to reproduce the torque. This meant
changing the maximum current output of the LMD18200 from 1A to 3A. In
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Figure B.1: The emergency stop circuit
order to minimize the changes, only three resistors were changed in order to
change some voltage divider ratios. From Figure B.2, we first changed R1
such that R1:R2=1:1 in order to change the peak current of the LMD18200.
Secondly, we changed R11 and R12 from the original 2:1 to 3:2 in order to
get a higher duty-cycle PWM signal. These changes allowed to drive each
waist motor with 3A but created a heating problem. The LMD18200 were
now capable of producing 25W of heat. The original heat sinks were only
capable of 4W dissipation at 70◦C and would eventually fail. Given the small
space that was provided for heat sinks it was decided to swap the heat sinks
for the Wakefiel 401k without mounting holes. This heat sink has a greater
thermal dissipation then we need, 30W dissipation at 80◦C. This gives the
operator plenty of confidence and removes any worry of frying components
if high currents are demanded for extended periods.
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Figure B.2: Modified 90 watt motor drive
